Help train 10 million women in salary negotiation by 2022

- **Members Mobilize A Million** — share [AAUW Work Smart Online](#) with as many people as you can!

- **Complete the Community Resource Map** — Resource maps help connect AAUW to the right people to engage in the creation of city/state initiatives.

- **Facilitate** — Train to be a facilitator or recruit others to become facilitators.

- **Support** — Work with a community group to host/assist with an initiative.

- **Donate** — Use your fundraising skills or make a donation to the economic security to underwrite workshops/initiatives.
The Community Resource Map

AAUW needs to create sustainable and impactful economic security initiatives. AAUW members, branches, and state leadership help by completing the community resource map.

Complete the online Community Resource Map form!

- It can be filled out as many times as you like!
- AAUW staff will review the forms and will use the information to create a strategy for engagement.

Your contacts are extremely important, and we will inform you when we are reaching out to them.